
1. Company logo: 

  

2. Products deal in: 

-architecture 

-interior 

-project management 

-bill verification 

-estimation 

-bank estimation and mapping 

-valuvation 

-measurements 

-surveying 

-site consultation 

-site visit 

3. Product photo with specifications:  



- ACE APARTMENTS: 

 

 

The Ace apartment Near Dwarka is an example of Modernist style of architecture that Encourages in 

it and Contemporary facade. It provides everything the client could want in Delhi – private balconies, 

rooftop views and neighbourhood ambience. The Apartment  has terrace located on the 

uppermost  level that allow the inhabitants to enjoy panoramic views of the city centre and large 

windows flood the rooms in natural light that create a create a seamless connection to the 

surroundings The Building is an marvellous example of geometric patterns coming together to form an 

Intricate Facade. The material Used on Building facade is wooden cladding, Layer Glass Wall and 

Gwalior Stone. This Apartment is 2BHK Having 4 Flats on each Floor. Each Flat accommodates is 

Spacious enough for a Small family Space. 

- HOUSE AT FAREEDABAD 

 

 

This Residence at Faridabad Combines The Elegance and Slack of a modern Designer Home in 

one Piece. “The open Terrace takes advantage of light exposures, and The Balconies render the 



central living area as a naturally and theatrically lit courtyard. The Use of Light Hued Colours on 

the Exteriorinstills an aesthetically charged presence within the serene living environment. The 

surrounding ensemble of private spaces – three bedrooms, three bathrooms, and storage and 

service areas on the Ground Floor, are raised on a Fine Textured Concrete plinth.” 

-INTERIOR: 

-DECOR WORLD SHOWROOM 

   

 

   



 

- TUGHLAQ RESTRAUNT(CROSS MALL POINT GURGAON) 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 



-ABOUT US 
Founded in 2007. DECONS is a young and MULTIDISCIPLINARY office, operating in the 

field of ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR Design. DECONS is not to by any Particular 

FASHION OR STYLE, Rather Responding to the Requirements of each client and site 

Deriving INSPIRATION from individuality of each project. DECONS does not see it merely as 

there task to deepen and translate the SPACE ALLOCATION program into design but also 

give the client insight of the POSSIBLE POTENTIALS which lie in the assignment, 

Conceptual purity, PROPORTIONS, Dynamics, Expression, Light, Colour, SPACE AND 

SCALE from the core values, DECONS was formed to serve the client who are LOOKING 

FOR IMAGINATIVE solutions to their DEVELOPMENTS, The studio Environment Allows 

REGULAR internal peer Reviews at key stages of all PROJECTS AND ENGENDERS a 

process that is as inclusive as enjoyable. DECONS is fully committed to FULFILL CLIENTS 

NEEDS as Service provider, Peruse DESIGN EXCELLENCE AS PROFESSIONAL and to 

enhance the BUILT ENVIRONMENT as Artist 
- BUSINESS TYPE 

Architecture and interior 


